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Abstract

I Extreme Classification (problem with huge number of classes) is
prevalent in applications of Machine Learning.

I In such setting, standard linear classification requires months of
training time. Even with 100 cores, it still takes a few days.

I A recent technique, PD-Sparse, reduces the time from months to a
few days, but is hard to parallelize and is not space-efficient.

I In this paper, we propose Parallel PD-Sparse, an algorithm that enjoys
the parallelizability, space efficiency, and primal-dual sparsity at the
same time.

I On several benchmark data sets, the technique reduces training time
from a few days to tens of minutes without sacrificing accuracy.

Extreme Multiclass & Multilabel Classification

I Goal: Learning a function h(x) : RD → RK from D input features to K
output scores that is consistent with labels y ∈ {0,1}K .

I K is large (e.g. 103˜106).
I Let kp = {k | yk = 1}. Multiclass: kp = 1; Multilabel: kp � K .
I Let nk

p = {i | yik = 1} be #positive samples of class k .
I In average, np = Nkp/K � N.

I We consider Linear Classifier:
h(x) := W Tx where W : D × K .

I For nonlinear setting: x → φ(x).

I Challenge: When K is large, training of simple linear model requires
O(NDK ) cost.

Related Works

I Approach 1 Structural:Low-rank or Tree-hierarchy: when
low-rank/tree-structure assumption not holds, could have lower
accuracy than one-vs-all.

I Approach 2 Parallelize one-vs-all: accuracy is often higher than
low-rank or tree-based methods, but requires a few days’ training even
with 100 cores.

I Approach 3 Primal-Dual Sparse: Accuracy is similar to one-vs-all, but
also requires a few days training and is not parallelizable. It sometimes
could not fit into memory due to simultaneous training of all classes.

I This paper Parallel PD-Sparse: enjoys parallelizability,
space-efficiency, and primal-dual sparsity at the same time, reducing
training time from days to <a hour.

Separable Loss

To achieve parallelizability and space efficiency, we consider the
classwise-separable hinge loss

L(z ,y) :=
K∑

k=1

`(zk , yk) =
K∑

k=1

max(1− ykzk ,0)

Minimizing a separable loss is equivalent to One-versus-all:

min
W∈RD×K

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

`(wT
k xi, yik) =

K∑
k=1

 N∑
i=1

`(wT
k xi, yik)


To obtain sparse iterates, we add `1-penalty on W and add bias per
class w0k. The dual problem of the `1-`2-regularized problem is:

min
αk∈RN

G(αk) :=
1
2
‖w(αk)‖2 −

N∑
i=1

αik

s.t . w(αk) = proxλ(X̂
Tαk)),

0 ≤ αik ≤ 1.

(1)

Primal-Dual-Sparse Active-set Method

I O
(

nnz(wk)nnz(x j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Search

+nnz(αk)nnz(x i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Update+Maintain

)
per iteration.

I Apply Random Sparsification on (already sparse) wk before search.

I Update α by Coordinate Descent within Ak.

Parallel & Primal-Dual Sparse Method

I Due to the separable loss, the
optimization can be
embarrassingly parallelized with
one-time communication.

I The input yk and output wk of
each sub-problem are sparse.

I Can be implemented in a
distributed, shared-memory, or
two-level parallelization setting.

I Space: O(nnz(X ) + D).

I Nearly linear speedup even with
thousands of cores.

Theory: Primal and Dual Sparsity

I Key Insight: The number of positive samples for each class

np =
Nkp

K
is small. The following results hold if class-wise bias wk0 are added.

I Step-1: bound ‖w‖1, and optimal ‖α∗‖1 in terms of np:

‖wk‖1 ≤
2nk

p

λ
, ‖α∗k‖1 ≤ 4nk

p.

I Step-2: bound nnz(w), and nnz(α) in terms of ‖w‖1 and ‖α∗‖1:

nnz(w̃k) ≤
‖wk‖2

1
δ2 , nnz(αt

k) ≤ t ≤
4‖α∗k‖2

1

ε

where w̃ is Random-Sparsified version of w with δ-approximation
error in ∇G(α), and ε is the desired precision of solution.

I Note the theory is stronger than existing PD-Sparse analysis (Yen et
al. 2016) in the sense that:

(i) It depends on #positve examples per class instead of #support
vectors. The latter could be potentially large for the separable loss.

(ii) The bound holds for all iterates.

Multilabel Classification

Multiclass Classification
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